Lexus r300

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. November in Lexus. Here is the new place for
Lexus RX owners to discussion their ownership experience. November On Friday night,
November 17, the TV show had a feature on the danger of overloading SUVs with gross payload
carrying weight of less than l, pounds. They said our RX's payload was pounds, and that
overloading it, especially with weight on the roof, increases the chance of rollover. Five guys on
a fishing trip with all their gear would probably push the limit. They listed the M-class and X5 as
having payloads of around pounds, as I recall. Explorers, just over l, pounds payload, are
especially vulnerable as they have room for much more weight, but not the load capacity. Tell
your RX friends. Overloading can be dangerous. Joe Tuso Drive RX. The common sense for any
loading technique is always put heavy loads on the bottom and light loads on the top to reduce
the turning moment. Thanks for sharing the info. Load Capacity Information Etienne Posts: 4. Hi
all: I am based in Boston and am now looking at the RX either with or without the navigational
system. Any recommendations for dealers and positive experiences in New England What is
your opinion of buying the Navigation System?? Is it worth the the upfront price for resale
value?? Thanks for your help Steve. I just traded my for a with Nav I suggest the NAV without
hesitstion I went to Tulsa lot sunday closed and saw a ton on RX s. Surprised and irritated that
the in now cheaper than my I bought in August. I guess I should have watch the ES pricing. The
97 ES was more than the 01 is now! And in 97 list price was common. I guess Lexus is being bit
in the butt by the MDX pricing. Also surprised to see a vapor color with no CD and no roof. I see
no point to that. Even no memory seats. I am very pleased overall. I am confused about the
"snow" power setting. Is this similar to a Traction Control System to be used in wet conditions,
or should it strictly be used in snow at slow speeds? I believe it just starts the car out in 2nd
instead of 1st gear. Yes, Avery1 is correct That includes destination and advertising fee, and I
pick up the car on Saturday. No haggling, no hassle, and I even get the upgraded steering wheel
at no cost. I think I got a great deal. If you're looking try Priceline out and see what happens!
Average MPG has been stuck on How can i get the temp display for outside temp and AC to
show Centigrade instead of Fahrenheit. Reset your Avg MPG setting I would not expect it to
change from I reset my avg MPG everytime I fill the car with gasoline. If you keep the display on
avg MPG for a long time, say miles, it will just stay stuck, as any change like going slow or fast
won't really affect it much. I use mine whenever I start a trip or after a miles or so. It's fun to
leave in on plain old MPG and let it range from 5 to , which I guess is the default when you're
going downhill not using the accelerator at all. I just did a test today where I set my cruise
control with the speedometer as close to 70mph as I could. It was right on the line. Then I reset
my mph digital readout and on a flat desert road just watched it for 30 min or so. The digital
readout showed 67mph continuously. Which do you think is the more accurate. Does anyone
know where the readings come from? Having just read a number of magazine road tests that
emphasize the "fragility" and low clearance of the RX off-road, I wonder what the real-world
experiences of you owners out there really are. My wife and I are thinking about heading for the
S. Cal desert and hills one or two weekends a year, but we don;t want to spend out time waiting
to be winched out of a dry wash. I'm sure most of what we'll aim for would be rated no more
than "easy" to "moderate" in off-road books. What do you think? Acura MDX 2. BMW X5 3.
Lexus RX 4. Mitsubishi Montero Limited 5. Land Rover Discovery Now they really didnt have
anything bad to say about the Rx execpt that its really bad off road.. Not only was the RX time
slow 9. They also really praised the RX's seats, and that it was definitely the most car-like. I'm
not sure if they rated a or a model. Your Anyhow, that is interesting. I have noticed that short
trips are brutal on economy with 60 mph cruising getting 26 mpg with mobil one 0w Consider
this additional review from Australia On the road, the Pajero delivers class-leading ride,
handling and steering, and braking, attracting consistently good scores. The change to a
unitary construction with no separate chassis has helped Mitsubishi to deliver best in class
dynamics. In this respect, it makes the LandCruiser feel like a truck. New to the Pajero is a
five-speed, adaptive auto transmission with a tiptronic-style manual shift mode. Off the bitumen,
the LandCruiser still has the edge but the Pajero is now very close. With a good approach angle,
a smooth and willing engine, solid engine braking and reasonable wheel articulation, the Pajero
copes with terrain that would have defeated the previous model. For the money, the Pajero GLS
also offers a long standard equipment list. The ML uses the same great engine as the E sedan,
but has limited off road ability, and the Pajero is at least equally capable on the road. What a
shame, cause they used the MDX The Land Cruisers in other parts of the world have other
engine options, including a turbo diesel. The one in the USA uses a 4. Anyway, it makes it drive
less like a truck than the other non US models Hi all. While I am still waiting for mine should
arrive by Xmas , I have a few questions. Did any of you install or plan to do so a protective grill.

Is there one fitted for the MDX? How much was it? How does it look? Any MDX stories from the
Buffalo area now that they got 2' of snow? How does the car handle in those circumstances?
Keep in mind folks, this is not an MDX forum. I think your in the wrong forum. Back to RX Does
anyone know anything about putting white bulbs in the foglights? I bring you that info for your
review to illustrate just how well the Montero now does in comparison to the gold standard, the
LC. Take it for what it is worth. Hello Everyone, I appreciate the feedback that everyone puts into
this forum. My wife loves it. We just turned miles. Does anyone have a recommendation for car
wax or polish. We have the Burnished Gold color. Thanks, Nascar. I use only "One Grand"
brand products. Their wax is called "Blitz Wax" I have been very happy with the results. I
recommend Zaino wax system, Good luck, Swiftm. I live in the sf area and wondering about
anyone's experience with the pricing for the 4wd rx Any recommendations? The nav system is
mandatory in any choice for us. Also, any recommendations on what I can expect to actually
pay? I'm really bothered by the shift lever in the RX, however. Does anyone know if some of the
RX options will be available to retro-fit on older models? Too bad I didn't wait until now to buy.
When I asked the dealer, early this summer when I bought, what new items were on the they
didn't have a clue I'm also mad that VSC wasn't on the model and on the Thanks, Roger. I
second the interest in applying retrofits to older models. Silly as it might sound to most, the
move to a shoulder belt in on the middle seat is very important for me as I have 3 kids and while
the RX is not our family car, on occasion I like to take all the kids in the RX and it's not nearly as
safe to have only a lap belt. Lexus, are you listening? From my understanding to upgrade to the
new nav system and wood steering wheel, etc But can it be done? I may want to do it a little at a
time. I was told it can be done, but you have to replace the entire radio, AC, Screen equipment
How am i doing here?? Yes the chrome wheels are the same as standard, just chrome plated
Personally, I do not like them very much my opinion Why did they take the transmission Power
Option off of the model? It now only has the snow mode. Some cars have a protective coating
on the leather seating, so no care product is necessary, only a cleaner. In some cases the
coating is so strong that a Lexal type product wouldn't even penetrate. Does anyone know if the
RX has such a coating? The 99 and the 01 both have Goodyear Integrity tires which traction
wise I have not been impressed with. Before I bring it home I can get the dealer to change the
tires to the Bridgestone's that come on some RX's. Anyone have any advice whether I should do
this or not? Do the Bridgestone's offer better traction but are noisier, etc. Needless to say I'm
waiting for mine to arrive What is the MSRP for the vehicle you are getting a price of 40, for??
Mine was 44, and he is offering off on that and off on one without nav a MSRP of steve. I took
the website advice and went to the dealership to look at the Navigation System-pretty slick!
Maybe you can help me with a few questions that the salesman couldn't answer: 1. How is the
Nav system updated? Do you have to take it to the dealer or can you download off a computer
like some of the handheld units? What is the cost for updates after the first free year? If the
dealer does have to do the update, do you know what is the nominal labor cost? Who is the Nav
system manufacturer? Thanks for the help! If true, this makes RX quite attractive in terms of
value. I've driven the rx a few times and like the interior comfort and ride. The major drawback is
the nearly non-existent cargo area. I might be able to squeeze two suitcases back there. Hardly
enough for a family of 4. Are these primarily meant as a 1 or 2 person car? Does anyone know
of any inteded changes coming up that would increase the volume of the cargo area. Sign In or
Register to comment. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
patriot forums
04 jeep liberty transmission
district 302
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant

Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

